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Intersectionality 

 
Intersectionality is a theory which helps us to understand how our 

individual identities overlap and intersect, to create different levels of 

discrimination or disadvantage. This is important in the workplace as it 

helps us to truly understand the uniqueness of people’s experiences.  
 

What is intersectionality? 
 
As humans we do not experience the world based on just one of our characteristics. All the 

elements of who we are come together to overlap and create a person’s unique identity. This might 

be any of the 9 protected characteristics such as: sex; race; ethnicity etc. or other things that 

influence our lives, such as: socioeconomic background; being a parent or carer etc.  

 

 

 

Our identity:  

The intersection of who we are 

 

 

 

 

 

The theory of intersectionality recognises that individuals often have more than one characteristic 

that is subject to prejudice or discrimination. This creates unique combinations of privilege and 

discrimination for different individuals. Therefore, some people will face multiple barriers, or 

completely different barriers compared to others around them. 

 

This theory was coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989, focusing on the overlap of race and gender. 

To look at this simply, a white woman faces sexism, a black man faces racism, but a black woman 
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faces a unique combination of both. The origins come from Black feminist activists, who found it 

difficult to identify with the issues of the mainstream, mostly white, feminist movement. Lots of 

the issues focussed on things such as the pressure to be a homemaker. A lot of Black women at the 

time had to work to support their family, so did not have the opportunity to be ‘homemakers’. The 

issues in the spotlight did not reflect their experiences, as the impact of race and socioeconomic 

background were not considered.  

 
How does intersectionality impact the workplace? 
 
Intersectionality is not a standalone theory – it is something that should be underpinning all the 

work that we do. Understanding experiences of people within the workplace means that issues 

should not be looked at in isolation.  

Here is an example: 

• Disabled people are more than twice as likely to be unemployed than non-disabled people.  

• Women are more likely to be in lower paid occupations than men.  

• In lower paid sectors it is reported to be harder to ask for workplace adjustments (The 

Women and Work APPG, 2019). 

Intersectionality recognises that a disabled woman faces all three of the barriers above in accessing 

employment, due to her disability and gender. Without considering all aspects of her identity, the 

full picture cannot be considered, and it is difficulty to truly understand her experience.  

 

Where should we consider intersectionality in the workplace? 
 
Intersectionality impacts people throughout the employee lifecycle, from recruitment, to 

retention, to exit. When it comes to everyday working practices, intersectionality must be 

considered throughout. Examples of this can include: 

• Policies and procedures: Are they inclusive of all identities? Have they been assessed by 

the organisation using equality impact assessments?  

• Pay disparities: Don’t just look at pay disparities for singular characteristics. Research shows 

that the class ceiling intersects with the glass ceiling, so many women, people from 

marginalised ethnicities and people with disabilities experience lower pay (UK DataService, 

2019). 
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• Development opportunities: Are there barriers to attending? For example, are training 

times conflicting with typical school runs? 

• Wellbeing: Individuals that face multiple forms of discrimination are likely to face more 

challenges in the workplace too, impacting their wellbeing at work, and perhaps sickness or 

turnover rates too. Think about whether the organisation provides wellbeing support that 

considers cultural and social context.  

• Everyday interactions: Is the workplace considerate of colleagues’ identities? If plans have 

been made to go for drinks after work – colleagues who do not drink alcohol due to their 

faith may not wish to attend. If that same colleague is disabled, has the possibility of 

additional accessibility barriers been considered? 

 

How can action be taken with intersectionality in mind?  
 

• Educate colleagues on privilege, discrimination, and intersectionality: Acknowledge that 

an individual’s situation will vary based on context. Individual people can experience both 

privilege and discrimination, depending on their characteristics. 

• Consider wider societal context: Understanding and tackling discrimination should be 

linked to the wider social, political, economic, and legal environment. 

• Avoid oversimplified language: Move away from language that seeks to define people by a 

singular identity. 

• Data: When collecting diversity data, consider looking at intersections when it comes to the 

analysis.  

• Listen: Hear from the voices of different people and their unique experiences. Listen to 

podcasts, watch documentaries on Netflix, and read blogs from people with intersectional 

identities. This will help further develop understanding of each other. 

• Ensure staff networks are working collaboratively: Often staff networks have similar aims 

and objectives, and whilst their experiences will not be identical, they can draw on their 

own experiences to relate to each other. Colleagues within the organisation may belong to 

multiple networks and by encouraging collaboration, those with intersectional identities 

will feel more seen for their whole identity. 
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• Avoid assumptions: based on perceived identity. Be curious with colleagues and listen to 

their stories. There is always room to learn more from each other. 

 

 

“There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-
issue lives.”  

– Audre Lorde. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resources: 
 
Daniel Laurison, Sam Friedman. The class ceiling: Social mobility and why it pays to be privileged. 

2019. https://ukdataservice.ac.uk/case-study/the-class-ceiling-social-mobility-and-why-it-pays-

to-be-privileged/ 

 

Inclusivity and Intersectionality. Toolkit and Annual Report. 2019. Women and Work APPG. 

https://connectpa.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Women-and-work-Annual-report-2019-

A4.pdf 

 

Intersectionality Matters! Kimberlé Crenshaw. Podcast. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/intersectionality-matters/id1441348908 

 

What is Intersectionality? Professor Peter Hopkins, Newcastle University, 2018. 2.49 mins Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1islM0ytkE 
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